
ORDO AB CRYPTO

August 2020 Bitcoin Volatility Report
Grindin’ Higher



• A surge in volatility in late-July trickled into August and subsequently drove annualized volatility up to an intra-
month high of 60% on August 25, in addition to a +53% jump MoM in volume traded. 

• Bitcoin remained range bound between $10,590 - $12,480 for the month of August before finishing up +3% at 
$11,657, resulting in the weakest monthly positive return since June 2017. 

• Bitcoin’s strong, positive correlation with the S&P 500 and gold persisted into August and climbed as high as 0.84 
and 0.97 before plunging to -0.02 and 0.25, respectively. The ascension of bitcoin’s correlation with gold to 0.97 
on August 10 marked an all-time high. 

• A rally to an intra-month high of $12,480 coincided with Nasdaq-listed MicroStrategy announcing a $250M bitcoin 
purchase as part of a new “capital allocation strategy,” Berkshire Hathaway purchasing a majority stake in 
Barrick Gold mining company, and gold rallying to an all-time high of $2,075/oz. 

• With annualized volatility having historically mean reverted up to its 315-day moving average after falling as 
low as 15%, coupled with signs of expensive U.S. equities, a multi-year low for bitcoin’s dominance, and a 
record number of bitcoins remaining untouched for more than a year, market dynamics suggest that 
incremental volatility is likely on the horizon.
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August 2020 Takeaways
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• Bitcoin rallied to an intra-month high of $12,480 on August 17 before entering in a week long correction 
and bottoming at $11,120; bitcoin went on to conclude the month up +3% at $11,657. 

• Despite bouncing off of a 21-month low of 22.8% on July 25 and marching to an intra-month high of 60% 
on August 25, bitcoin’s annualized volatility finished virtually flat MoM at 44%. 

• A volatile end to July recaptured market interest and ignited a surge in trading volume in the first week of 
August, which slumped as the month carried on. Approximately 14% of the month’s volume was traded 
between August 1 & 2 and daily trading volumes slipped to a 1-month low of $750M on August 30. 

Volatility Trends



• Annualized volatility climbed as high as 60% in late-August, but tumbled in the last week of the month and finished 
down -0.4 percentage points at a 17-month low of 44.4%. 

• Amid a resurgence of market volatility through the month, trading volumes jumped nearly +53% from $28.2M to 
$43M, the largest MoM percentage and dollar change since March. 

• Notwithstanding a relatively wide $10,590 - $12,480 trading range, the month concluded with bitcoin creeping a 
mere +3% higher, the weakest monthly positive return since June 2017.  

• Bitcoin transaction volumes modestly outpaced the minuscule grind higher in price and subsequently drove 
annualized velocity up +3% to a 2-month high of 10.84x.

sources: Kraken Intelligence, CoinMarketCap, CoinMetrics.io  
notes: trading volumes summed across Kraken, Bittrex, Binance, Binance Jersey, Binance US, Bitfinex, Bitstamp, Coinbase, 

Gemini, Poloniex 
annualized velocity = (monthly transaction volume (USD) ÷ average market capitalization) x 12  

annualized volatility = 30 day std. deviation * SQRT(365)
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The Month-Over-Month Report



�
sources: Kraken Intelligence, Bloomberg  5

S&P 500 AND GOLD

Correlations

• With the S&P 500 and bitcoin trending in lockstep for the 
majority of August, bitcoin’s rolling 30-day correlation 
advanced to an intra-month high of 0.84 on August 24 and 
revisited levels of strong positive correlation last seen in 
March 2020. 

• Turning to gold, one will find that bitcoin’s correlation climbed 
in the first week of August after hitting a near 1-year high of 
0.93 on July 31. Even with correlation advancing to an all-time 
high of 0.97 on August 10, the trend was short lived and 
reversed course as the month progressed. 

• Although exhibiting strong, positive correlations with the S&P 
500 and gold in August, bitcoin’s rejection from an intra-
month high of $12,480 on August 17 put bitcoin in a 10-day 
correction that caused price action to deviate away from 
gold’s sideways trading and the S&P 500’s grind higher. 

• As such, bitcoin’s correlation with the S&P 500 and gold 
plunged in the last week of August and sunk to -0.02 and 
0.25, respectively.



A. Aug. 2: BTC and ETH fall by more than -12% in 6 minutes amid $1B 
of BTC liquidations 

B. Aug. 7: Gold roars to an all-time high of $2,075/oz. 

C. Aug. 11: Nasdaq-listed software firm MicroStrategy announces a 
$250M bitcoin purchase as part of a “capital allocation strategy” 

D. Aug. 12: Gold falls to a monthly low of $1,862/oz. in early hours of 
trading before finishing the day at $1,912/oz.; open interest on CME 
Bitcoin (BTC) futures reaches an all-time high of $841M  

E. Aug. 17: Berkshire Hathaway reveals the purchase of a stake in 
Barrick Gold mining company, sale of Goldman Sachs, and 
reduction of Wells Fargo and JPMorgan Chase; bitcoin climbs to 
levels last seen in July 2020 

F. Aug. 24: Bitcoin mining difficulty increases +3.6% and hits an all-
time high of 136 exahashes per second (EH/s) 

G. Aug. 26: Fidelity files with the SEC to create a new bitcoin fund 
aimed at wealthy investors with a minimum investment of $100,000 

H. Aug. 27:  Fed Chair Jerome Powell announces intent to achieve 
inflation averaging 2% over time, allowing inflation to run hot to 
make up for inflation rates falling short of 2% in the past

 6sources: Yahoo! Finance, Fortune, CME, BusinessInsider, BitInfoCharts, SEC, Federal Reserve
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https://cointelegraph.com/bitcoin-price-index
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1822414/000182241420000001/xslFormDX01/primary_doc.xml
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/bitcoin-ethereum-crash-more-12-051122667.html
https://fortune.com/2020/08/11/buying-bitcoin-microstrategy-cryptocurrenc/
https://www.cmegroup.com/trading/equity-index/us-index/bitcoin.html
https://markets.businessinsider.com/commodities/news/barrick-gold-stock-price-warren-buffett-berkshire-hathaway-buy-stake-2020-8-1029508939#
https://bitinfocharts.com/comparison/bitcoin-difficulty.html
https://bitinfocharts.com/comparison/bitcoin-difficulty.html
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/powell20200827a.htm


UNITED STATES  

• A better-than-expected monthly jobs report indicated a tighter labor market for the services sector, which accounted for 
1.42M (80.6%) of the 1.76M jobs added in July. However, the addition came in substantially below the 4.8M jobs added 
in the month prior. The U.S. economy has recouped 9.3M (40%) of the 22M jobs lost since the start of the pandemic. 

• For the first time in 20 weeks, initial unemployment claims came in below 1M at 963,000 for the week ended Aug, 8, 
notably below estimates of 1.1M. 

• The ISM surprised market participants after its services index reported a reading of 58.1 (expansion), with some 
subcomponents reaching multi-year highs, and its manufacturing index also rising to 54.2 (expansion); indices for new 
orders, production, prices, and order backlogs all increased as well. 

• Construction outlays fell -0.7% MoM, well below the consensus estimate of +1.0%, and private and public construction 
spending both fell -0.7%. Consumer prices jumped +0.6% in July, reflecting an unwinding of pandemic-induced price 
cuts. Housing starts jumped +22.6% from last month, with single-family starts rising a solid +8.2% and multifamily starts 
surging ahead +58.4%. 

• Federal Reserve chair Jerome Powell announced a major policy shift by saying that the central bank is willing to allow 
inflation to run hotter than normal in a bid to support the labor market and broader economy. The central bank changed 
its policy to “average inflation targeting,” meaning it will allow inflation to run “moderately” above the Fed’s 2% goal “for 
some time.” 

• The S&P 500 and Nasdaq Composite finished August at an all-time high of 3,526 and 11,939, respectively. A monthly 
return of +7% for the S&P 500 marked the index’s steepest August gain in more than 30 years.
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The Macro Trends



EUROPE 
• Eurozone retail sales returned to pre-pandemic levels and industrial output gained for the region’s four largest 

economies; German industrial output rose +8.9% MoM, while in France, Italy and Spain output rose +12.7%, +8.2% and 
+14.0%, respectively.  

• Eurozone manufacturing data also signaled improving conditions with the IHS Markit’s PMI index bouncing to 51.8 
(expansion) from 47.4 (contraction) - signaling growth for the first time since January 2019. Growth was particularly 
strong in Germany (55.6) and France (57.3) as opposed to Italy (51.6) and Spain (51.9). 

• The U.K. economy shrank -21.7% in 2Q compared to the same period last year due to broad-based weakness across the 
economy. Consumer spending fell -23.1% QoQ, business investment fell -31.4%, and exports slipped -11.3%. Industrial 
and services sectors recorded large sequential quarterly declines of -16.9% and -20% respectively. Government 
subsidies for employers that retain workers on the payroll, which supports 9M workers, will expire in October and is not 
expected to be extended. 

ASIA  
• The Chinese economy expanded amid improved manufacturing (+4.4% YoY) and services sector output (+3.5% YoY). 

Retail activity fell -1.1% YoY, the best reading YTD, and manufacturing PMI increased to 52.8 (expansion), its highest 
level since 2011; China’s services PMI fell to 54.1 (expansion). Fixed asset investment in the first seven months of 2020 
was down -1.6% compared to a year earlier, while private sector investment fell -5.7%, public sector investment grew 
+3.8%, and infrastructure investment slipped -1%. 

• Japan’s 2Q real GDP contracted at an annualized rate of -27.8%, the nation’s biggest decline since records began in 
1955, and -9.9% on a YoY basis - more than the United States’ -9.5% contraction, but less than the Eurozone’s -15.0% 
contraction. More than half of the decline in GDP was attributed to a decline in consumer spending.  

• Japan’s retail sales rose +13.1% MoM, industrial output rose (+8%) for the first time since January, and employment fell 
-1%, better than the United States’ -8.6% drop. Manufacturing and services PMI held in contraction territory with mid-40s 
readings and the job-to-applicant ratio fell for the sixth consecutive month, signaling increased competition amongst 
workers in a weakening labor market.  8
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The Macro Trends (cont.)



MONTHLY RETURNS & VOLATILITY 
• Despite August being the second worst performing 

month on average, bitcoin broke trend and posted a 
+3% gain. Although uninspiring, the return came in 
below with the month’s median -7% return, but nearly 
perfectly inline with the month’s 10-year average of 2%.  

• Not only did bitcoin break trend by closing out August 
higher, but also by slumping to an annualized volatility 
of 44% - the second lowest reading for August in what 
was previously the third most volatile month on record.  

• Given bitcoin’s underperformance this year relative to 
monthly averages, one could expect bitcoin to fair 
worse than September’s average return of -7% in what 
is bitcoin’s worst month on record. 

• If history is any indicator of the future, bitcoin’s volatility 
is likely to trend lower in the month ahead. September’s 
9-year average and median volatility of 61% and 45%, 
respectively, is the lowest among all other months.

 9sources: Kraken Intelligence

The Past & The Future



THE SUPPRESSED POCKET 

• Looking back to January 2012, one can observe 12 
separate occasions whereby bitcoin’s volatility 
slumped into a “suppressed pocket” of 15% - 30% 
before surging higher.  

• In every instance, bitcoin’s volatility climbed, on 
average, to 140% and returned +196% over 94 
days. Additionally, on every occasion, volatility 
mean reverted up to its 315-day moving average, a 
line of best fit when comparing mean squared 
errors (MSE) amongst 3-month, 6-month, 9-month, 
and 1- year moving averages. 

• Considering that bitcoin has only returned +25%, 
has yet to approach its 315-day moving average of 
78%, and only 38 days have passed since volatility 
troughed at 23%, history indicates that incremental 
market volatility should be expected.

 10sources: Kraken Intelligence, Blockchain.info

What to Watch

http://blockchain.info
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What to Watch? Pt. 2
ALTCOINS STEALING DOMINANCE 

• Since the start of 2020, altcoins have been stealing 
market share from bitcoin. Following the emergence 
of DeFi in 2Q, bitcoin’s dominance has fallen further. 

• Although bitcoin could continue to lose market share 
and underperform, richening altcoins will translate to 
an eventual rotation back into bitcoin amid a 
reclamation of dominance. 

HISTORIC STOCK MARKET VALUATIONS 

• Not only did the S&P 500 hit an all-time high in 
August, but its forward P/E multiple, a ratio of price 
to estimated future earnings, rose to an all-time high 
of 27.8x - surpassing the dot com of 2000. 

• The jump suggests that stocks are relatively 
expensive and could cheapen in the months ahead. 
Such a correction could have an impact on bitcoin & 
the broader crypto market, for better or for worse.

sources: Kraken Intelligence, CryptoWatch, Bloomberg, TradingView
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What to Watch? Pt. 3
THE 1+ YR. HODL WAVE 

• As of August 31, a record 63% of Unspent Transaction Outputs (UTXOs) on the Bitcoin blockchain have not moved in +1 
year, indicating than an unprecedented 63% of mined bitcoins are in the hands of long-term holders. 

• Said dynamic has not only foreshadowed a new bull market, but incremental market volatility as participants move 
their richened bitcoin. 

• By keeping a close eye on how the 1+ Yr. HODL wave trends going forward, one can better predict incremental market 
volatility and potential price appreciation in what is presumably a new bull market cycle. 
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DATE UPCOMING NOTABLE CATALYSTS

Sept-10-2020 ECB monetary policy meeting

Sept-28-2020 CME BTC Futures BTCU20 Settlement Date

Oct-2020 FATF meets to discuss int’l cooperation on Travel Rule 

Nov-15-2020 Bitcoin ABC team conducts controversial BCH upgrade

3Q2020 Whinstone US & Northern Bitcoin AG launch 300MW mining facility

3Q2020 Central banks HKMA & PBoC pilot blockchain-based trade finance platform

 13sources: Kraken Intelligence, Industry Reports

What’s Ahead?

https://www.cmegroup.com/trading/equity-index/us-index/bitcoin_product_calendar_futures.html
http://email.intel.kraken.com/c/eJxdkEGLhDAMhX-NXoaWNqOOHnpwBBf2uLPsPdZ0LFOtaMS_v53bshB4yQch72U0FnGg3BtQoNQNCt1orUBqea_vTafrvq6KqiyUygrlF6YgXxu-aJE2zvlkHJaFq8E2JQ0EtsJKl9YNaMkB1PaWz6YuS91AlQczMa_Ztc2gT3Wep3TITjzReRm3Z2IzjR6TvnmSMdpjpoX31G-UDqZhRPZxeZMfv_GBQbT7TryLvv3uxRetcWPxAUo8ougwBBrFg3EIad0vu1xHl29mJaYpBfoThc3_dMnp5xEuUPCUQXd5P-gXohRgLA
https://decrypt.co/40558/bitcoin-cash-faces-third-blockchain-split-in-under-four-years
http://email.intel.kraken.com/c/eJxdjzsPwjAMhH9NsyBVdl6NhwxQgQQjDMx5VUWUUkEQfx-zIXS33HC-z9mnEGIRFy9BAnRSIyGCbLHduA316HbOams0QKPhMtcytddHuJa5TfebGD3Z2DkVdTKDypn7rEAZAsZA0ZC4eWcMkrRi8mOty7NR60bu2GGZy_v5vcNh3ffb0-m8P245WBuRN60buNsRDBY75VLJmlRSVMTDL6WWkZF-YKr_5-Opw2taSV3HRvar74sfkjhE8w
http://email.intel.kraken.com/c/eJxdj8FugzAMhp-GXCoi2yRpcsihrdTD3iKAVRCQIpKN158n7TBNsuzf3-n7xzik1LOaIwEBXMlgQATSqO_-Hh7on94ZZw1AY2DOlVe9HGnhrIf3pqZo0QQEdwWivrNmMAFGY3uGgcF706ktemsxkFNrnGrdS9PdGnrKnOepp2VL-vX-kiCE80t25rO0KY_txuOcBOwHl9IevHIqXAQQYJCD-JvF2LWdPOqIO1eexPWPZY3_xcXh43O9kKlTQ4_LT_dv0LBNAw
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Data

http://CoinMetrics.io


FEEDBACK 
We appreciate your attention. For comments, suggestions, or questions related to this report, click here (https://
surveys.kraken.com/jfe/form/SV_ah2vxWLbtVntpOZ). For comments, suggestions, or questions related to this 
report, including topics you would like for us to consider including, please send us an e-mail at intel@kraken.com. 

SPOT & FUTURES EXCHANGE 
Kraken provides access to 41 cryptocurrencies spanning over 190 markets with advanced trading features, 
industry-leading security, and on-demand client service. Additionally, Kraken offers seamless access to regulated 
derivatives on the Kraken Futures platform for eligible clients. Sign up for a free account in minutes at https://
kraken.com/sign-up. We look forward to welcoming you. 

CRYPTOWATCH 
For multi-exchange charting, trading, portfolio tracking, and high resolution historical data, visit https://
cryptowat.ch and create an account at https://cryptowat.ch/account/create. 

OTC 
For OTC-related execution services or questions, please direct your communication to otc@kraken.com.

How to Reach Us & Where to Trade
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Disclaimer 
The information in this report is provided by, and is the sole opinion of, Kraken’s research desk. The information is provided as general market 

commentary and should not be the basis for making investment decisions or be construed as investment advice with respect to any digital asset or the 

issuers thereof. Trading digital assets involves significant risk. Any person considering trading digital assets should seek independent advice on the 

suitability of  any particular digital asset. Kraken does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of  the information provided in this report, does not 

control, endorse or adopt any third party content, and accepts no liability of  any kind arising from the use of  any information contained in the report, 

including without limitation, any loss of  profit. Kraken expressly disclaims all warranties of  accuracy, completeness, merchantability or fitness for a 

particular purpose with respect to the information in this report. Kraken shall not be responsible for any risks associated with accessing third party 

websites, including the use of  hyperlinks. All market prices, data and other information are based upon selected public market data, reflect prevailing 

conditions, and research’s views as of  this date, all of  which are subject to change without notice. This report has not been prepared in accordance with 

the legal requirements designed to promote the independence of  investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of  the 

dissemination of  investment research. Kraken and its affiliates hold positions in digital assets and may now or in the future hold a position in the subject 

of  this research. This report is not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of, or located in a 

jurisdiction where such distribution or use would be contrary to applicable law or that would subject Kraken and/or its affiliates to any registration or 

licensing requirement. The digital assets described herein may or may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions.
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